Botany Bay Hash House Harriers
Convict Trash

Run:
Date:
Hare:
Location:

1562
15TH. August 2016
Tickle
The Rocks

Hareline
Run
no.
1563

Date

Hare

Run details

On In

22/8/16

Dame Nellie &
Kizzme

Sands Hotel

1564

29/8/16

Slops

Sands Hotel carpark,
behind the 7-Eleven,
corner Malabar Rd and
Meagher Ave, South
Maroubra
Kogarah Tavern – Kogarah
Station

1565
1566
1567
1568
1569

5/9/16
12/9/16
19/9/16
26/9/16
3/10/16

Rexy
Squatting
Squaw

TBA
Daytao Thai 15 East Parade
Sutherland

Same

Same

1570
1571
1572

B2H3 Convict Trash
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Run 1562
1562 – Tickle – The Rocks
QR had a huge day at the Fleet Hash Pre-city to surf and it knocked him for 6. All the heavy drinking
and social carousing can wear one down, as QR found after a night on the tiles. So he arrived at the
Glenmore Hotel, a shaken man, unfit for the rigours of TMing an excited pack around Sydney’s first
hash heartland. So the great honour of TM’ing was passed to Goon, who seized the gyprock with
relish and could not wait to mark off all those on-backs that lead down every set of steep stairs that
the convicts built.
It was a glorious night for a run, and a good pack turned up. Loaner and Squatting made their way
out at night (despite heading overseas on Thursday), Pig, Grewsome, Rex, Merkin, Joker, Sir Les
Bingo and Dundee all headed up from the shire. The eastern suburbs set was well represented Dame Nellie brought OBS – an old mate of his who used to run with us in the 80’s, Canookie, Saint
and Coming Anyway. There may have been a couple of others, but I was usually so far behind the
pack, I couldn’t catch them.
The run took us through the narrow alleys of the Rocks, under the Bridge and up and down the lanes
of Dawes Point. We avoided all the main roads and discovered places that were previously hardly
known to mankind. The highlight of the run was our first hash exposure to Barangaroo. As we
entered Sydney’s finest new park we were cheered on and photographed by a huge group of
potential hashers. They were waiting for us, and there was palpable excitement with the
expectation that Loaner would “nude up”. But, on this rare occasion it was not to be – and the poor
young hashers had to mope home disappointed.
Clover Moore has done a great job in designing a “Barangaroo” as a hash haven in the heart of the
city, with lots of hidden stairways, and plenty of paths to tangle around, confuse and confound. I’m
sure this will not be the first time we are noodled in the park.
After the excitement of Barangaroo, the pack turned for home, via the High St – which was high,
until we descended the “stairs of death” to sea level, near the site of Packer’s Casino. A short run
along Hickson road brought us to the reverse “Stairs of death” back to a level slightly higher than we
were before. One final “on-back” into a city cycle tunnel, and then the final ascent of the stairs to
Observatory Hill, brought us to a well-earned bucket.
A great run, on a balmy night, though ideal hash territory nearly drove Loaner’s hash-o-meter needle
off the scale. Great Job – can’t wait for Tickle’s next birthday run.
On On,
Goon
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Circle Report
Hannibal called the gabbling rabble together, nobody taking any notice, until names were
called & lights shone on the wrinkly faces. The Rocks was apparently the place of the first
settlement, which amazed everyone who believed the world evolved around the Shire,
about 30 kms distant.
We were then exposed to the debauchery, semen & prostitution, which would never had
occurred in the Shire, so that explained it. There was much shanghaiing & bare knuckle
boxing as well, where a Larry Foley beat a Sandy Rose (suppose that’s a bloke not a flower)
over 71 rounds of 3 seconds each & was broken up by the Push who became bored.
Apparently the winner’s prize was to root Holeproof but everybody else had already
experienced the event so it wasn’t much of a prize.
Then he started talking about the Glenmore but I couldn’t keep up with his rhetoric so you
won’t be reading it here but he left me a Lawson Poem – The Bastard From The Bush:
“Would you dong a bloody copper if you caught the cunt alone? Would you stoush a swell
or Chin Lee split his garret with a stone? Would you have a mole (Hannibal thought it was
spelt moll but we know all about moles in the Hash) to keep you? Would you swear off
work for good? What? Live off prostitution? My colonial (can’t read – Hannibal writes like
a doctor – think it’s expletive cause I don’t like using bad language) I would.”

Run Report
Ok, after much ado, here’s the report – Loan Arranger was selected to issue the last rites to
the run (can’t be bothered altering last week’s report) & suggested it was an outstanding
run, which it was, with some steps (read a fucking shitload, my fitbit suggested I climbed 82
stories) & another shitload of on backs, which kept all of us together – it was either that or
we don’t run too well anymore. We also experienced a group cheer squad, which applauded
loudly as we sprinted past (ed licence). He gave Tickle 9,996 out of 10, which shows why he
was hand picked to be a bank manager.

Visitors: - Oswaldo, Lantana, Obs from Auckland and DNF.

Athletes: - Squatting Squaw – 300 runs.
Birthdays: - Tickle, who celebrated her 25th. A few years ago but Goon reckons (sans
glasses) that she was only 24.

New Shoes: - None, QR can’t afford to buy new shoes every week.
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Prickette and Prick nominations
Blondie was nominated by Grewsome for being the only B2H3 member to run the City to
Surf & if she hadn’t been pissed the night before we wouldn’t have had anyone.
Loan Arranger was nominated by Grewsome for suggesting he didn’t run the C2S cause he
was going o/s next Thursday. Suppose he reckoned that he might not have finished in time
to make the flight.
QR was nominated by Merkin for seducing him into attending the Old Fitzroy Hotel while he
had a snake’s, where they spent the rest of the day cause the publican is a particularly nice
bloke & we should set more runs from there.
Dunno was nominated by Dunno for
Dunno was nominated by Dunno for
Dunno was nominated by Dunno for
Just keeping some areas operative for next week so I don’t have to do it again (I call them
macros).

Pricks – Loan Arranger & Blondie
Jokes: - none
Dates for your Diary
Date
30/10/2016

Event
7 Bridges Walk

Details

19/2/17 to 26/2/17

Nash Hash- Ballarat, VIC

www.goldrushnashhash.com.au

14/9/18 to 16/9/18

Mother Hash 80th.
Anniversary – Kuala
Lumpur

www.motherhash.com

Details to follow
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B2H3 Committee:
Title
Grand Master

Hash name

AKA

Telephone

E-mail

Goon

Rod Eckels

0416 812 054

rod@slekce.com

Grand Mattress

Goldmark

Deborah Griffin

0410 341 562

deborahgriffin58@hotmail.com

Religious Advisor

Hannibal Lector

Paul Henderson

0418 653 964

Paulhenderson1812@gmail.com

Trail Master

Queen Rodent

Jon Wilks

0408 962 428

Hash Scribe

Dundee

John Coubrough

0413 833 319

johnacoubrough@gmail.com

Hash Cash

Moa Goa

Marilyn Harvey

0414 285 942

marilyn_harvey@hotmail.com

Bucket Master

Cold Duck

Brian East

0414 458 790

brianeast@optusnet.com.au

Hash Rags

Bowerbird

Elaine Bowers

9521 4157

Bowerbird@hotmail.com

Note from Cold Duck - “For those going to Nash Hash in Ballarat next February, some of us
have booked a Hotel, if anyone else wants to stay there. It’s Ballarat Lake Inn –
www.lakeinnballarat.com.au , email info@lakeinn.com.au, or call, 03 5338 8344.
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Botany Bay
HHH
AGPU
2016
Scottish Theme

Accommodation has been booked at the
Bundanoon Youth Hostel
Friday 21st & Saturday 22nd October
Friday is arrive whenever after 2pm
Dinner will be at a nearby venue. Yet to be organised.
Saturday is open to wine taste, bush walk, bike ride, golf
or whatever takes your fancy
Saturday night will be our AGPU
Sunday – Recovery and a fabulous breakfast cooked by
your fabulous committee
RSVP: By 7th October is a must for catering purposes to
Moa Goa 0414285942 or Goldie 0410341562
Also see Moa to book for room & bed configerations

Cost for accommodation will be $240 per room for the two nights. Some rooms can sleep
up to 6 people. So get a room and then work out individual rates.
Camping is $15 pp per night, either in caravans, tents, campervans etc.
It is dormitory sleeping. Very clean and comfortable. Bedding is provided.
Bring your own towel and toiletries.
Saturday night AGPU and Sunday’s breakfast is at no cost. Page 6

LET THE GAMES BEGIN
“The Larrikins O’lymping Carnevale” in the Great Lakes and district Coastal towns of Forster
& Tuncurry, NSW: September 9th – 11th, 2016 ~ 48th ANNUAL RELAY and the
INAUGURAL ‘TWAT’ RUN ~ Approx: 3 ½ hrs north of Sydney and 7 ½ hrs south of
Brisbane and characterised by a unique triple lake system, meandering rivers, three National
Parks, vast tracks of forest, 145klm of stunning coastline, golden beaches, true wilderness,
rich history and a rolling hinterland with the magnificent Great Dividing Range as a back
drop!
Tuncurry, with its population of 5,800 (in 2011) means “plenty of fish”
Choose your Relay Team Captains and rally your members to participate in the fun and
frolics of yet another annual HHH relay event ~ The 48th Relay. This year’s relay will have a
Brazilian Olympics theme and celebrate the inaugural “TWAT H3” run. *Friday Sept 9th.
Registration night at the Lakes & Ocean Hotel, 10 Little Street, Forster, 2428 ~ arrive
whenever but Rego is at 7:00pm through to 10pm. ‘Groupies' are welcome but one price
fits all as the runs don’t cost but Buckets and meals do, so please complete a separate Rego
form for non-harriers. A detailed list of places and times of all events to follow.
*Saturday Night Sept 10th. Time to Tart up ! The Olympian Torch will glow at the
SPORTIES CLUB, 65 Beach Street, Tuncurry for dinner and continue to burn (probably out) at
breakfast there, on Sunday morning after the Hangover Recovery run.
ON ON Steering Committee:
MONGREL
mtomheinz@yahoo.com
TRIPOD
renniksa@gmail.com
VENERABLE
bedem@iinet.net.au
K9
martincjtaylor@gmail.com
LAUNDROMAT
feehan@talent.com
tjhail@hotmail.com
AMANDA
ACE
relay48tuncurry@gmail.com
LOW PROFILE (Act Co-ordinator) geraldinehardman@yahoo.com.au

80th Anniversary
Hash House Harriers (1938), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, is pleased to announce that it will be
holding a celebration to observe its 80th Anniversary in September, 2018. Hashers from all
corners of the hash diaspora bearing our name, or variations of it, are cordially invited to
‘return’ to the cradle – and the Eden - of hashdom, for a grand extravaganza in celebration
of this momentous milestone. Participants will get to be a part of what is shaping up to be
the largest congregation of hashers the world has ever known. Motherhash is ready to
welcome you back to the origins; be transported back in time to where our hash forebears
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first germinated and gave birth to our very realm. Gispert and his band of trailblazing
initiates of 1938 will be on hand, metaphorically, to welcome you back to our spiritual
home, the HASH HOUSE. Yes, Motherhash’s 80thAnniversary will conjunct with the unveiling
of the resurrected HASH HOUSE, albeit by necessity in a different locality.
Be the fortunate first 1000 registrants, and pay only USD80.00 for the hashing experience of
your lifetime! Registrations can be done online. Visit our website at: www.motherhash.com,
and click on the link to our 80th Anniversary.
Please note that registrations are only accepted via our online registration portal as
mentioned above, so please help out your friends who are not so IT savvy. We will not
accept any hard copy or direct registrations. This 3 days event is open to ladies as well.
On On to the BIG 80th!!!
Hardy Boy Organising Secretary Motherhash’s 80th Anniversary
Ps We strongly suggest, the real hashers register quickly before the Early Bird rate is all
taken up – 518 at time of writing.

Dundee’s Rant of The Week
I was listening to some to technical genius, with, apparently lots of
dough but no brains, tell us that he could build a fast train system
that could run between Sydney & Melbourne in 100 minutes. Now
I’m no mathematical guru but I understand the distance between
the two cities is around 900 kms., virtually as the crow flies. The
fastest train currently in operation in China can reach a
maximum speed of 487 kmh, which takes around 15 minutes to
reach that speed. That also suggests you could operate at that
speed throughout the journey, including the city suburbs – don’t
wear a hat.
Not only will the journey take 100 minutes it’ll also stop eight
times in some magic cities this lunatic intends to build to finance
the venture. Where he could possibly build any of these cities is a
mystery, without any of the necessary infrastructure or land
ownership.
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What is most amazing is this brain dead is receiving media
acceptance from most outlets, which didn’t have anything else
worth reporting for that week. Admittedly most were offering
some scepticism but the enthusiasm being shown by one
organisation is mind blowing. Why do we give these useless
journalists any air?
Now there could be an answer – the Hyperloop being erected in
California, which will travel between LA & Frisco in 34 minutes –
but that’s a system operating in a cylinder of a virtual vacuum
with polarised magnetic rails, which is something that would take
a millennium to gain approval here, with our over regulated
government enterprise system.

Snickers’ Serious Scientific Summations
Snickers is working on a new rail system to incorporate his
methane fart factory. Let’s hope the smell will be overcome.
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